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Type one of the following prefixes in the space provided to complete the sentences. 

UN, DIS, SEMI 
a) I drew a  ____circle first on the paper. 

 

b) It is ____safe  to cross a busy street. 

 

c) Vic ____like going to the gym. 

  

Select from the words in brackets () a word to complete the following sentences. Type the word 

in the space provided. 

a) Mina was not pleased and so she sucked in the _______________ and waited to hear who was 

the ________________ to her grandparent’s fortune. (air, heir) 

 

b) My ___________ Vera is visiting us this Christmas. (ant, aunt) 

 

c) The _____________ is a strong animal. (bare, bear) 

 

d) “Don’t you ever hit your daughter, or touch a strand of _______________on her head,” 

warned the judge.  (hair, hare) 

 

e) The pedestrian fell into a ______________ that immediately appeared in the sidewalk. (hole, 

whole) 

 

f) Look over _____________, you should find _______________ children. (their, there) 
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Type in the space provided the opposite of the word in bold in each sentence. 

a) I came in the room first, but my friend came in ___________________. 

 

b) These fruits are sweet and these are __________________. 

 

c) The pet animals are tame, but those are _____________________. 

 

d) The _____________________ man could not make a wise choice. 

 

There is a spelling error in each of the following sentence. Type the correct spelling of the word 

in the space provided. 

a) He recieved the award for best student of the year. 

 

b) My little sister built a sandcastle. 

 

c) Where is your creyan? You need them to colour these pictures. 

 

d) The gyant could not find his dog. 

 

e) Einstein was a mathematics genus. 

 

f) Marge kept a grodge against her friend. 

 

g) The boys ignored the dinger sign. 

 

h) The children enjoy eating cerael for breakfast. 

  

 


